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OVERVIEW

5
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In By Order of the Queen, you and your fellow players are leaders of the most
prestigious guilds of the Kingdom of Tessandor. You must work together to
fulfill the Queen’s Orders before the Kingdom falls.

3

By Order of the Queen is a cooperative game for 2-4 players. The players will win
or lose together. Your goal is to complete 3 Queen’s Orders.

The players lose if:

• You are required to remove a Villager Token and there are no Villager
Tokens left on the board. (i.e. The Kingdom has no citizens)

By Order of the Queen:
Rumor has spread through
the Kingdom of a dangerous,
cunning, and untrackable
beast. Descriptions of the
beast lack continuity, yet
survivors agree on a vicious
temperament. I have written
the Whiteclaw Huntmasters,
but I send to you as well;
They will need your help.

Ability:

13

completed:
Bonus when or 2 Heroes
ers
Recover 2 Villag

7

3

• You are required to remove a Region Token and there are no Region Tokens
left on the board. (i.e. The Queen loses the confidence of the regions)
• You are required to Retire a Hero and there are no Hero Cards in the Hero
Deck or discard pile. (i.e. No one is left to defend the Kingdom)
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SET UP
TM

Place the game board, tokens, and dice so that they
are within reach of all players.

1

Event Cards:

Select the King’s Funeral Event Card that corresponds to the number
of players. Return the other two King’s Funeral Event Cards back to the
game box.
T he King

’s Funeral

Reward:
Event Item.
Gain an

Threat Increase:

The Growing Enemy:
Region Confidence:
The Garden Sanctuary:

T he King
Gain an

2

Threat Increase:

The Growing Enemy:
Region Confidence:
The Garden Sanctuary:

T he King
Gain an

3

Threat Increase:

The Growing Enemy:
Region Confidence:
The Garden Sanctuary:

Jorant Wolves

Vemen Seer

4

PLAYERS

A

B

C

Set aside all Nemesis Prompt Cards (they have the same
size and back as regular Monster Cards, but do not have any Dice Icons).
The large Nemesis Cards will be used during the game when instructed.

Divide the remaining Monster Cards into three face down
piles, as equal in size as you can. Select two of these piles and shuffle one random Nemesis
Prompt Card into each pile. Stack these piles to form the Monster Deck, with the pile without a
Nemesis Prompt Card on top. Return the remaining Nemesis Prompt Cards to the game box.
4

Vulpen Tactician

Koblin King

+2
+2
+0

Shuffle all other Event Cards and place the deck on the game board. Place the
King’s Funeral Event Card face up in the Event discard pile.

Monster Cards:

Remove these four difficult
Monster cards for your first game:

Effect: Draw 3 Monsters immediately.

Retire 6 Heroes immediately.

PLAYERS

Note:

’s Funeral

Reward:
Event Item.

+2
+2
+1

Effect: Draw 3 Monsters immediately,

Retire 12 Heroes immediately.

PLAYERS

’s Funeral

Reward:
Event Item.

+2
+2
+2

Effect: Draw 3 Monsters immediately,

2

11

4

Place the Graveyard Sideboard next to the game
board. Used Items, Defeated Monsters, and Retired
Heroes will go here.
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Koblin Captain
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T he King
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1
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Threat Increase:
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The Growing Enemy:
Region Confidence:
The Garden Sanctuary:
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Effect: Draw 3 Monsters immediately.

All Other Cards:

Shuffle all other cards by type and place the decks on the game board:

3

4

PLAYERS

Each type of Location Card
• Emerald Valley

• Ironstone Crags

Growing Enemy
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• Obsidian Wastes
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Queen’s Orders

6

Hero Cards

Note:

Place the Moon Phase Token on the first
moon phase (Quarter Moon) on the board.
Place 15 Villager Tokens and
11 Region Tokens on the board.

10
11

Add Threat Tokens to each Threat Pool.

T he King

’s Funeral

:
Reward
Event Item.
Gain an

Threat Increase:

The Growing Enemy:
Region Confidence:
The Garden Sanctuary:

+2
+2
+0

Effect: Draw 3 Monsters immediately.

Draw and place Monster Cards into play.

4

PLAYERS

In some cases, Retire Heroes (remove Hero Cards from the deck).
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Follow the instructions on the King’s Funeral Event Card:

If you are playing a 3 or 4 player game, give each player a
Queen’s Favor Token.

er
Gilb

Item Cards

9

Deal seven Hero Cards to each player to form their initial hands.

Gruf Brutar

7

8

Deal every player one random Guild
Card. Each Guild Card will provide
a starting Item for that Guild.

nd e
t Bo

Quest Cards

Tokens:

Each Player:

Gustavo
NoresBaldr
ic

4

Item cards with this back are
set aside until needed and not
shuffled into the Item deck:

2

Shadow Lurker

• Silver Coast

Begin Play:

13

Draw the top card from the Queen's Order Deck and put it into play.

Determine a first player randomly and have them start their first turn.

36

61
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PLAYER TURNS

Fulfill the Queen’s Order

Each player turn is divided into three steps:

1• ACTION

2• END OF TURN

If the Queen’s Seal is NOT on the Queen’s Order, and/or
there isn't a Nemesis in play, complete the following steps
in order:

1. Assemble a team of up to four Heroes from your hand.
Place them in front of you, trying to match Ability Icons
from the back of the Location Card you are about to
draw.
2. Draw the Location Card shown on the Queen’s Order
and complete the Location Card (See below).

3• EVENT PHASE -

Successes during the Tests taken on this action will add
a Success Token to the Queen’s Order instead of giving
their normal Location Card rewards. Penalties work as
normal. (Refer to p.20).

once every four player turns

1 ACTION

On a player’s turn you may take 1 of 4 actions:

• Questing

• Fulfill the Queen’s Order

3. Return the Location Card to the game box.
4. Resolve a Test against the Attribute shown on the
Queen’s Order. Add a Success Token to the Queen’s
Order if successful. If the Test failed, there is no Penalty.
5. Place the Queen’s Seal over the Queen’s Order.

• Fight Against the Horde

6. Skip to the End of Turn step.

• Fight Against the Nemesis

Completing Location Cards

Questing

Complete the following steps in order:
1. If you do not have a quest, draw
and read two Quest Cards. Keep
one, placing it next to your Guild
Card. Place the other on the
bottom of the Quest Deck.

Complete the following steps in order:
1. Read the top section’s text out loud.

The Elder’s Wisdom
to
is far too weak
Phisipan Grey aid. Great care will
t
travel withou on his trip
need to be taken
to Brine Bay.

Locations:

1 Silver Coa
st
2 Emerald
Valley

Rewards:

Tokens
Remove all Threat
Sanctuary
from The Garden
Threat Pool

2. Assemble a team of up to four Heroes from your
hand. Place them in front of you, trying to match
Ability Icons from the back of the Location Card you
are about to draw.
3. Draw a Location Card that is listed on the Quest Card
and complete that Location Card (See below).
Successful and failed Tests will result in the player
gaining rewards or suffering penalties as shown on
the Location Card. (Refer to p.20).

4. Place the completed Location Card next to your
Quest Card to show your progress.
5. Skip to the End of Turn step.
6

2. Resolve a Test against the Attribute shown in the center
background of the top section.
• For Ability Tests, Roll a number of dice equal to the
number of the required Ability Icons amongst your
team of Heroes (Strength, Dexterity, Constitution,
Wisdom, Intelligence, Charisma).
• For Combat Tests, Roll a number of dice equal to the
number of unique Class Icons amongst your team of
Heroes (Healing, Melee, Ranged, Shield).
• For Class Tests, count the number of the required
Class Icons you have amongst your team of Heroes,
then double that number and add 1. Roll that
number of dice.
• If any die rolled a 5 or a 6, the Test was successful.
Otherwise, the Test failed.

Location Card Example

During a Quest Action, Paige selected these four Heroes from her hand
and then drew the Emerald Valley Location Card to the left.
Atook

Griswold Gremaine

Unending Growth

Grynn Burrowfist

Scar of the Swamp

The Final Word

Stewart Hoppyr

Lightkeeper

The Immovable

The desert nomads that have settled here are
having a hard time farming this unfamiliar
land. Kudzaru vines are particularly
troublesome for them as they have no idea
how to tame the aggressive plant.
14

You teach them how to redirect the Kudzaru
plant to help create shelters for their crops
and their livestock. Instructing them on
how to work with the land instead of trying
to control it is exhausting.

You are unable to convince them that
working with the Kudzaru vine is
worthwhile. They have their goats eat
the vines and you spend the next few
weeks helping them get over various
digestion issues.

38

59

9

After reading the top section's text, she gathers two dice (one for each Hero with Charisma)
to Resolve a Charisma Ability Test, rolling a 2 and a 4.
This fails the test, incurring the penalty of adding a Threat Token to the
Confidence of the Regions Threat Pool.
Because she failed the Test, she skips to the bottom section of the Location card. After
reading the text, she will Resolve a Healing Class Test.
She has one Hero with Healing, so she will roll three dice (The number
of Healing Classes doubled, plus one dice, for three total).
She rolls a 2, 5, and a 6. She receives the reward of gaining a
Queen's Favor Token. She then places the completed Emerald Valley
card next to her Quest Card and proceeds to the End of Turn Step.

• Gain the Reward (on the left side of the section) if successful.
Suffer the Penalty (on the right side of the section) if failed.
3. Depending on the result of the top section’s Test:
• If successful, read the text from the
middle section out loud and resolve the
Test as above.
• If failed, read the text from the bottom
section out loud and resolve the Test
as above.

Ramming Speed
You can feel the pulse of the drums in your
chest. You strain to give strength to the oar
in your hand as you row. You look up and
see a roguish grin on the captain’s face as he
looks forward.
The horrific sounds of creaking and
snapping wood as the ships collide are not
enough to stop your advance. You jump
across the gap landing on their bow.

The captain lowers his sword in
disappointment as the other ship
successfully maneuvers out the way. You
join the others at the rails and fire into the
ship as it passes.

4. No matter the resolution of this second Test, you have now
completed the Location Card.

Additional Location Card notes

• Refer to the Quick Reference (p.20) on the back of this Rulebook
for the specific rewards and penalties shown on each card.
• The Event Reward Icon will provide the
reward shown on the current Event Card.

• Rewards, such as Item Cards and Queen's Favor Tokens, are
always given to the player that is resolving the Test(s).
• If instructed to add a Success Token to a Monster in play and
that defeats the Monster, that player will gain the Monster
as a Trophy.
• Penalties that add Threat Tokens add one Threat Token to
the appropriate Threat Pool.
• If instructed to draw a Monster Card and it is a Nemesis
Prompt Card, set it aside until the Event Phase.
• Each Threat Pool can have a maximum of six Threat Tokens.
Any excess is not added.
• Retiring a Hero will retire a Hero from the party the player
assembled at the beginning of the action.
• Retired Hero Cards are placed on the Graveyard Sideboard.
• Recovering a Hero brings back a random Hero that has
been previously Retired. Place this Hero Card in the Hero
Discard pile.
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1 ACTION CONTINUED

Fight Against the Horde

Complete the following steps in order:

1. Assemble a team of up to four Heroes from your
hand. Place them in front of you, trying to create a
diverse party with one of each Hero Class (Healing,
Melee, Ranged, Shield.)

Combat Examples
Baldric Boomrock

Gilbert Bonde
Grudge Collector

For both of the examples
below, let's assume that
Moxie selected these four
Heroes from her hand.
Vanlamir Lumaris

Rebellion’s Spark

Lula Rubrick

The Guide to Happiness

The Desert Flower

2. Make a Combat Test against the Monster Cards in
play. (i.e. For each unique class in your party, roll
one die.)

3. For each die rolled, place one Success Token on any
Monster’s Dice Icon if the number rolled is equal to
or greater than the icon’s number.
4. Any Monster Cards that now have all of their Dice
Icons covered are now defeated. Defeated Monster
Cards will be taken by the player as Monster
Trophies. Return any Success Tokens on these
defeated Monster Cards to the token pile.

21

33

Koblin Conscript

Coast Lurkling

Shadow Lurker

6. Skip to the End of Turn step.

Only available when a Nemesis Card is in play.
Complete the following steps in order:

1. Assemble a team of up to four Heroes from your
hand. Place them in front of you, trying to create a
diverse party with one of each Hero Class (Healing,
Melee, Ranged, Shield.)
2. Make a Combat Test against the Nemesis. (i.e. For
each unique Class in your party, roll one die.)
3. For each die rolled, place one Success Token on
the Nemesis Card if the number rolled is equal
to or greater than the Die Icons shown on the
Nemesis Card.

4. Any dice that roll a 1 will retire a Hero from
your party. Retired Hero Cards are placed on the
Graveyard Sideboard.
5. If there are Success Tokens equal to the number
of Die Icons shown on the Nemesis Card it is
immediately defeated. As a reward, remove two
Threat Tokens from each Threat Pool.
6. Skip to the End of Turn step.
8

56

Fight Against the Horde:

5. If any Monster Cards remain in play, Retire one Hero
from your party. Retired Hero Cards are placed on
the Graveyard Sideboard.

Fight Against the Nemesis

44

The Monsters to the left are in
play. Moxie has three unique
classes in her Hero party, so
she rolls three dice.

She rolls a 3, 3, and a 5.
She decides to assign the 3 to the
Koblin Conscript and the 5 to the Coast
Lurkling and the other 3 on the Shadow Lurker, placing Success Tokens
over the die roll needed.
The Two Monsters with Success Tokens over all of their Dice Icons are
discarded. Because there are still Monsters in play (the Shadow Lurker in
this case), she will Retire one Hero of her choice.

Fight Against the Nemesis:

The Worm

The Nemesis to the right is in play, preventing
any player from fulfilling the Queen's Order.
Moxie has three unique classes in her Hero
party, so she rolls three dice.
She rolls a 1, 3, and a 6.
She places 2 Success Tokens on
The Worm for the 3 and the 6.
Since she rolled a 1, she will retire one Hero of her choice.

Event Phase:

Using Item Cards

rst Greatsword
Sunbu

• When Resolving a Test, you may
use any number of Item Cards that
offer the appropriate Attribute.

Shock Cuirass

Hailstor
m Pis
tols
Secr
et

Ord
ers

2 END OF TURN

Complete the following steps in order:

Ga
favo in 2 Qu
r an
d diseen’s
card

.

• To use an Item, discard the Card and add one die to your roll
before you roll.
• Item Cards with a Combat Icon can be used during Fighting
Actions and on Location Card Tests.
• If an Item Card has multiple Ability/Class Icons, you may only
use one icon per Test.
• Some Item Cards have no Attribute but tell you when they can
be used.
• The starting Item Card for your Guild is never discarded.

1. Discard the remaining Heroes from your party.
Check their Guild icons as you discard them. You
gain the bonus shown on your Guild Card if you
discard at least the number of Heroes shown that
have your Guild Icon.

Eternal Pilgrims

Begin the game with the Item:
Seekers Guidebook
Discard

3:

Remove a
Threat from any
Threat Pool

2. If you have a Quest and have collected the required
Location Cards listed on the Quest, you have completed
your Quest:
• Return the Quest Card and the Location Cards back to
the game box.
• Gain the reward shown on the Quest Card.

Using Queen's Favor Tokens
• After any Test, including during Fighting
Actions, a player may discard a Queen’s
Favor Token to reroll one die.
• A player may only use a Queen's Favor
if it is their turn, but they may use more
than one in a turn.

3. Draw back up to a hand of seven Hero Cards. If the Hero
Deck is empty, shuffle the Hero Discard pile to make a new
Hero Deck.
4. Move the Moon Phase Token one step forward along the
Moon Phase track.
• If the Moon Phase Token is on the full moon (4th
position), return it to the quarter moon (1st position)
and then immediately move to the Event Phase.

• A die may only ever be rerolled once.

Event Phase

• If the Event Phase didn't occur, the next player
clockwise begins their Player Turn.
• Note: this means the Event Phase will only occur once
every four Player Turns.
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3 EVENT PHASE -

once every four player turns

Complete the following steps in order:

1. Nemesis Ability
If a Nemesis Card is in play, its “During the Event
Phase” Ability activates now.
2. Remove Villagers
For each Monster Card in play, remove one
Villager Token.
3. Spawn Monsters
Based on the number of Threat
Tokens in the Growing Enemy
Threat Pool, draw Monster
Cards and put them into play.

7. Queen’s Order Advancement
Complete the following steps in order:
• If in play, remove the Queen’s Seal from the Queen’s Order.
• If the Queen’s Order has 8 or more Success Tokens, the
players choose one of the rewards shown on the Queen’s
Order. Discard the Queen’s Order, return the Success
Tokens to the token pile and draw a New Queen’s Order.
• If the third Queen’s Order is completed, the players win
the game.

• If there are six Monster Cards already in play,
discard any additional Monster Cards and
remove one Villager Token for each.

8. Turn in Monster Trophies
Players may discard four Monster Trophies to gain an Item
Card and a Queen’s Favor Token.

• It is unlikely, but if there are no Monster Cards in
the Monster Deck, reshuffle the Monster Cards
that were previously discarded to form a new
Monster Deck

9. Draw a new Event Card
Complete the following steps in order:

4. Spawn Nemesis
If a Nemesis Prompt Card is drawn during the Spawn
Monsters step or during a player’s turn in this round,
then complete the following steps in order:

• Draw a new Event Card, placing it face up on top of the
previous Event Card. This now becomes the current
Event Card
• Add Threat Tokens to each Threat Pool as indicated. Each
Threat Pool can have a maximum of 6 Threat Tokens. Any
excess is not added.

• Retrieve the large Nemesis Card that corresponds
to the Nemesis Prompt Card and place it over the
Queen’s Order (The Queen’s Order action can not
be taken while there is a Nemesis in play).

10. Every Player passes one Hero Card to the player to their left

• If the Nemesis has a "when drawn" effect, resolve
that effect now.

11. Event Phase ends
The next player clockwise begins their Player Turn.

• Return the Nemesis Prompt Card back to the
game box.
5. Remove Regions
Based on the number of Threat Tokens in the
Confidence of the Regions Threat Pool, remove
Region Tokens. If there are
no Threat Tokens, one player
gains a Queen's Favor Token.
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6. Retire Hero Cards
Based on the number of Threat Tokens in
the Garden Sanctuary Threat Pool, Retire
Hero Cards from the top of the Hero Deck.
If there are no Threat Tokens, one player
gains an Item Card.

• Note any additional rules that may apply on the next
player round.

RULES REFERENCE

Queen's Orders

CARD ANATOMY
Hero Card

1 Beatrix Otos

3

The Clockbreaker

2
By Order of the Queen:

1. Hero Name
2. Hero Title

2

3. Guild
Association

1. Flavor Text
2. Location Type
3. Attribute Test

1The Eternal Pilgrims’ work is

invaluable to our war efforts.
The accuracy of their maps
provide essential solutions to
strategic quandaries, as well as
internal land disputes. Guard
them in all respects as they
explore the outer reaches of
our Kingdom.

3

Ability:

4. Reward

4

completed:
Bonus when
or 2 Villagers
n
gio
Re
1
r
Recove

4. Class
5. Abilities
6. Card Number

5

4

2

1

6

Guild Card
The Firemanes

4. Discard Reward
5. Guild Icon

Quest Card

1. Quest Name

Carry the Light

The machine

2. Flavor Text

e
that powers th ergy

2 city of HiAcltaconemphaans ylosthteits en
source.
ng shipment
bottled lightni ast town.
Co
to this Silver

3

2. Guild Symbol
3. Discard
Requirement

2

1

1. Guild Name

Location

s:
2 Silver C
oast

4

Addition
While you have al Rules:
may not take anthis quest, you
y act
than a questing ion other
action.

5

Rewards:

t Tokens from
Remove 3 Threa
any Threat Pool

3. Location Card
Requirements
4. Additional
Rules

Begin the game with the Item:
Nimble Spear

3Discard 5
2:

Remove a Threat
from the 4
Growing Enemy
Threat Pool

5. Reward
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Monster Card

RULES REFERENCE

1 Vemen Assassin

1. Monster Name
2. Dice Requirement

CARD ANATOMY
CONTINUED

Large Nemesis Card

2

1. Nemesis
Name

1 The Dragon

2. Dice
Requirement
and/or
Rules Text

2

Nemesis Prompt Card

1 The Dragon

1. Nemesis Name
2. Rules Text

Event Phase:

2Place The Dragon Nemesis Card
into play, then remove this card
from the game

1

Item Card
Unyielding Pike

Guild Item Card

1. Item Name

1Bulwark Greathammer

2. Attribute(s)

4

1. Item Name
2. Attribute(s)
3. Additional
Rules
4. Guild Icon

2

12

2

3

Do not Discard
when used.

Location Card
1. Location Name
2. Attribute Test
3. Success Reward

King's Funeral Event Card
1
’s Funeral
T he King
4

d:
Rewar
Eventn Item.
Gain a

Threat Increase:

4. Failure Penalty

1. Event Name

5. Common Ability Tests

2. Threat Pool Increases

2

The Growing Enemy:
Region Confidence:
The Garden Sanctuary:

+2
+2
+0

3 Effect: Draw 3 Monsters immediately.

3. Additional Rules
4. Event Reward
5. Number of Players

5

4

PLAYERS

Event Card
1
4

Open Trade

d:
Rewar
Eventn Item.
Gain a

Threat Increase:

1

1. Event Name

2

The Growing Enemy:
Region Confidence:
The Garden Sanctuary:

+1
+2
+1

3 Effect: +1 Dice on Charisma Tests this turn.

The Haunted Warning

Citizens run past you as you push forward.
Through the crowd you can see an apparition
in the city center destroying anything it can
get its hands on.

2. Threat Pool
Increases

2

3. Additional Rules

4

Before turning and fading away, the ghostly
knight speaks but you can not hear it. You
catch his message in the magical bottle.
You’ll need to hold it tightly while the glue
takes time to set.

4. Event Reward

5

2

3

4

The ghost’s strength grows in magnitude,
and you are forced to help evacuate the
town into some nearby caves.

3

2

4
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RULES REFERENCE
RULES CLARIFICATIONS

Item Cards:

• Players can only gain the Henchman Item Card starting card
through the Hounds of Salvere Guild Card or by using the
“We need all the help we can get” Variant in the Optional
Rules section. If a player is awarded a Henchman but there are
already 4 in play, that player will receive nothing.

Queen's Orders:

• When completing a Location Card while on a Queen's Order,
a player does not receive the rewards. A successful Test will
add a Success Token to the Queen's Order. Failing a Test will
result in a penalty as normal.
• If there are more than eight Success Tokens on the
Queen's Order during the Event Phase, any excess tokens
are discarded.

• There is no maximum to the number of Item Cards a player
may have.

Quest Cards:

• Note that if you draw a Nemesis Card during a player's turn,
you set the Nemesis Card aside until the Event Phase when it
would spawn normally. You do not draw a new Monster Card
to replace the Nemesis Prompt Card.

Location Cards:

Nemesis Cards:

• If the Nemesis Prompt Card is drawn when there are already
six Monsters in play, it is not discarded like a normal
Monster Card. Set it aside until the Event Phase when it will
spawn normally.

• If a Nemesis has a “When Drawn” effect, it will only occur on
the first turn it is put into play.

• The Worm and The Crag Giant add two Threat Tokens to the
Confidence of the Region Threat Pool during the Event Phase.
• The Crag Giant can be negiotiated with, so each Charisma
Ability in your Hero Party will give a player additional dice
during their combat roll. You could be rolling over eight dice
with the perfect team and items!

• The Commander can not be fought. The players must defeat
every Monster that is in play, then he is immediately defeated.
• The Mockatrice and The Doomsayer only force players to
discard the appropriate Heroes once when drawn. When a
player ends their turn, they will draw back up to seven Hero
Cards as normal.
• The Chimera has a variable penalty during the Event Phase.
Depending on your roll, you will lose two or three Villager
Tokens, or add two Threat Tokens to the Confidence of the
Regions Threat Pool.
• Note that when the players defeat a Nemesis, two Threat
Tokens are removed from each Threat Pool as a reward.
• When defeated, Nemesis Cards are not taken as
Monster Trophies.
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• During the Event Phase, a Nemesis does not count as a
Monster and so will not kill a villager, although you do
suffer the normal Nemesis penalties as detailed in the Event
Phase rules.

• Quest Cards that give a bonus to Tests only give that bonus
during Questing Actions.
• You put together the party of Heroes before you turn over
the Location Card and read the front of the card. The back of
every Location card shows the three Abilities that are most
likely to be tested in that Location type.
• All Location cards have no reward on the top section of the
Location Card’s text. If your Test is successful on the top
section, you avoid the penalty of the top section and then
move to the middle section for the second (and final) Test.

Hero Cards:

• Discarded Heroes are sent to the Hero Discard pile on the
game board. They will be return back to play once the Hero
Deck runs out of cards and the discard pile is then reshuffled
to make a new Hero Deck.
• Retired Heroes are sent to the Graveyard Sideboard. These
Heroes have given up adventuring and will not return unless
they are Recovered through a Location Card reward or a
Queen’s Order reward.
• Retired Heroes that are Recovered are sent to the Hero
Discard pile and will return to play once the Hero Deck is
reshuffled as above.

Threat Pools:

• Threat Pools can never have more than six Threat Tokens in
them. Any excess is lost.

• During the Event Phase, after resolving each Threat Pool, the
Threat Tokens stay on the board for the next turn.

Monster Cards:

• Success Tokens placed on undefeated Monster Cards stay
over the Die Icon, waiting for another player to add the final
Success Token(s) to defeat it.

ADDITIONAL COMPONENTS
TM

ND
YOU FOUW
N!
THE CRO

s
+2 Point over
is
e
m
a
g
The

What is this card?

This is the 2 point Crown Card for JunKing, our first game.
We've included this card in By Order of the Queen as a thankyou to our fans.

Graveyard Sideboard:

• This Sideboard sits next to your game board, helping to
organize the discarded Items, Monsters, and Retired Heroes.
• Note that Discarded Heroes go to the Hero Discard pile on
the game board, next to the Hero Deck.

What is this card?

This is the Official By Order of the Queen social media card.
If you win or lose a game of By Order of the Queen, take a
picture with this card and your game group. Post it to social
media and make sure to tag @junkspiritgames and @dagerr
(The game designer).

• In rare cases, you may run out of Monsters or Items during
play. Shuffle the discard pile and place this new deck on the
game board.
• If during a game the players recover a Hero from a reward,
randomly select one Hero from the Retired Heroes here and
place it into the Hero Discard pile on the game board.
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OPTIONAL RULES
EXPANDED VARIABLE DIFFICULTY

Game too easy? Or too difficult? Any mix of the following
variants can be used to adjust the challenge level for your gaming
group. By Order Of The Queen is meant to be challenging, but
more importantly, it is also meant to be fun.

Easier Difficulty:

• We need all the help we can get.
Each player starts the game with a Henchman Item Card.
• For the Queen!
Each player starts with an additional Queen's Favor Token.
• The blacksmiths' gifts.
Each player starts with an additional random Item Card
from the Item Deck.
• We have only one thing to fear...
When creating the Monster deck, only split the deck
into two piles, and add only one Nemesis to the pile on
the bottom.

• It may already be too late.
Remove two Villager Tokens and one Region Token at the
beginning of the game.

• Our scouts achieved an early victory.
After drawing the first three Monster Cards, discard one
Monster Card of the players' choice.

• There is no end to our troubles.
Play without the rule where Threat Pools can
only have a maximum of six Threat Tokens.

Harder Difficulty:

• The enemy only sends their best.
When creating the Monster deck, remove the
Monster Cards that only require a 1 to be defeated.
• Strong Enemy leadership.
When creating the Monster
deck, add the four "Monster
Lieutenants" randomly into
the piles before adding the
Nemesis Prompt Cards.

Jorant Wolves

Koblin King

Vulpen Tactician

Vemen Seer

• Overwhelming terror.
When creating the Monster deck, split the deck into four
piles, and add one Nemesis Prompt Card to each of the
three piles on the bottom of the deck.
• Lost relics.
Each player does not start with their Starting Guild Item.
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• Cascading Threat.
When a Threat Pool is at six Threat Tokens
and another Threat is to be added, instead of
discarding it, have the Threat Token go to the
next Threat Pool below.
• No Trust between the Guilds.
During the Event Phase, the players are not
allowed to give a Hero Card to the player to their left.
• The Queen needs more time.
At the beginning of the game, place
the Queen's Seal on the Queen's Order.
• Crossover into the Implands.
Our Crossover Expansion includes Event Cards that
completely replaces the Event deck with more
difficult Events..

THE GUILDS OF TESSANDOR
Semaphor Collegium

Rare plants and herbs across the realm offer many medicinal remedies and/or other
exotic powers. The knowledge of cultivating rare vegetation and unlocking its secrets
can take a lifetime of study. The Institution
known as the Semaphor Collegium is devoted to the research and application of
herbalism in all aspects and elements.
Members of the Collegium may undertake many years of academic work before they pursue their
specialized field of study. Some choose to focus on the
cultivation and care of special plants, while others choose
to delve into the closely guarded secrets of the Semaphor
Potionmasters.
The Grand Arboretum is a prodigious structure containing a vast collection of carefully maintained plants and
trees. Few outsiders are allowed to enter the massive glassroofed cathedral, and there is much speculation as to what
it contains. The Arboretum is so ancient, some whisper that
the last known specimens of lost, legendary plants may still
grow within its walls. It is even rumored that somewhere
deep within, the Semaphor guard the sole remaining Kingtree seed pod.
Often a student of the Semaphor Collegium will strike
out into the far wilderness in search of truly exotic or rare
plants, which are highly prized. It is the dream of many to
find previously unknown specimens and return them to the
campus for study and further cultivation.
The Collegium has for countless decades produced the
finest potions, many with unique and amazing properties.
Only those who have proven their loyalty, as well as their
mastery over the brewing arts, may learn how to produce
the most precious concoctions. The composition and
creation of such potions are closely guarded secrets, even
within the Collegium. These draughts fetch exorbitant prices, and the production and sale of these powerful elixirs
have provided the wealth and prestige that the Semaphor
have held for ages.

Hounds of Salvere

There are many reasons that it might
become necessary to find a particular
individual. For a criminal on the run,
there is little chance of escaping them.
If your child is gone missing, they are
the last hope of finding them. The
Hounds are named after a mythical
figure in folklore who was known for
finding lost things and returning them.
Those that the Hounds recruit into their number are
masterfully skilled at locating or tracking down a person
whom it is decided must be found. Some are brilliant investigators, able to pluck clues from a seemingly mundane
dirty alley. Others are master trackers and rangers. They
possess vast knowledge of areas where few dare foray, like
obscure areas in the wastes, or the numerous lightless dungeon mazes of the Ironstone Mountains.The order is also
rumored to maintain one of the most elaborate informant
networks in all the realms. It would be nearly impossible
to pass unseen by someone that reports to the Salvarians,
should one's location be sought by a client.
The Hounds' services do come at a cost, however. But
that cost may vary greatly based upon your need, and your
ability to pay. A wealthy noble seeking a debtor might find
themselves paying a hefty sum, while a farmer and his wife
might pay a few loaves of bread when their child is returned
to them in the early morning light. Once the Hounds are on
the trail, it is rare that they fail.

The Wild Skylancers

Only the most fearless, or reckless, adventure
seekers join the Wild Skylancers. Dangerous
situations are more often seen as a challenge
than a warning, and the beings that crew the armada of Skylancer airships are known for their
risk-taking tendencies. They will undertake
perilous tasks that many others would shy away
from, but not without a price.
The mainstay of the groups’ operations
though, is their lucrative practice of lightning
harvesting. The specialized ships of the Wild Skylancers will
fly into the most tumultuous storms. In the clouds, they extend
collector vanes that attract and channel the powerful discharges,
stored in lightning cylinders. Such cylinders are of great value to
Forgers and Technomancers throughout the lands, as there are
few who are daring (or foolish) enough to harvest them.
For a price, some airship lords might provide transportation
over the more treacherous passes of the Ironstone Mountains,
or across the desolate Obsidian Wastes should one dare. Riding
in a Skylancer Airship is by no means a relaxing means of travel.

The Firemanes

For some, the thrill of battle knows no end.
For those who revel in the test of combat,
many may leave their homes or communities
of their upbringing in search of kindred souls.
Those who travel to the Obsidian Wastes and
earn the approval of the Warchiefs may pursue kinship in the Firemane Clan, by passing
the ritual trials that all members, even those
born into the clan, must pass.
The warriors of this renowned warband
often dye their hair in various shades of red
and orange before battle to display the fire in their souls. They
fight with great ferocity, and will often carry out raids against
the likes of Koblins or Vulpin when they are discovered. Often a
Firemane warband will be hired out to travel to a troubled region
and vanquish those threatening harm to locals, especially from
inhospitable areas.
While members of the clan often appear somewhat feral or uncivilized, many members come from well-educated upbringings.
They also fight with a code of honor that they hold sacred, and
swear to bring no harm to those who do no harm.

The Oromanos Consortium

Five great trading clans founded the Oromanos
Consortium ten generations ago. Their influence
lies primarily in the realms between the inner
kingdom all the way to the dunes of the Silver
Coast. The strength of their commerce lies in their
exclusive trade agreements between themselves
and the desert clans. Only the Oromanos can
bring the exotic, highly sought after goods from
the far reaches of the Silver Coast to the Inner
Kingdom in the Emerald Valley.
A century past, Serena of Clan Coronias led an expedition to
the eastern desert. During her journey, she was able to make contact with the mysterious peoples of the deep desert. She was able
to gain the trust of the Emir of the Silver Sand Tribes, a culture
who are deeply suspicious of all outsiders.
From that trust a treaty was set, which grew into the trade accords that are the foundation of the Consortium's wealth today.
They also hold license over several key trade routes in the south,
and taxation of all trade along those paths.

Whiteclaw Huntmasters

Great and varied are the beasts that roam and
inhabit the many realms. Knowing how to
find and safely handle such creatures is no
easy task, Those who wear the emblem of the
White Claw have spent years, often decades of
their lives mastering the art of tracking, hunting down and capturing creatures great and
small, fearsome or beautiful.
Often they are sent out by wealthy preservationist sponsors in search of rare or endangered creatures to ensure they are safe in their environment.
If called for, they will relocate them to a natural preserve, or a
noble's menagerie. Other times they may be called upon to return
flocks lost or astray, or to capture and remove dangerous beasts
that threaten local residents.
They are learned in how to read subtle signs, and rare knowledge about how to most safely and efficiently deal with both
delicate and dangerous types of creatures. From diets and nesting
habits, to breeding cycles and medical treatments, each Huntmaster is an encyclopedia of rare creature lore.

The Bridgewardens

Travelling the roads or rivers of Tessandor is
not without danger. Bandits, brigands, wild
beasts or other predators often seek to fall
upon unwary travellers and bring them misfortune of one kind or another. So it is that
some of the most important roads, and waterways are safeguarded by the Bridgewardens.
Builders and maintainers of the bridges at
many of the most vital crossings of river and
road, they are superior engineers, yet ruthless enforcers. The wardens guard their bridges and patrol the roads upon which they
are built, keeping the paths free of treacherous elements, bringing
a journey free of such perils. The guild maintains operations by
collecting tolls from travelers at toll houses and bridge crossings,
as well as imposing tariffs upon towns whose roads fall under the
wardens' obligation.
Upon the intersections of five of the largest river crossings
lies the fabled Rivergate Fortresses. These massive structures
are nothing less than castles that span the entire width of the
waterway, their foundations built deep into the banks of the
river. These bastions are the headquarters and armories for the
Bridgewardens. None pass through the water channel nor the
road without the permission of the Master Engineer of the fort.
There are other paths that can be taken without paying the guild,
but they also bring more risk.

Eternal Pilgrims

In forgotten lands both near and far lie places
where ancient knowledge has been lost. The Eternal Pilgrims hold knowledge sacred, and as such
journey in search of enlightenment in temples or
libraries, where erudite artifacts and records may
be recovered and added to the extensive curation
of the Pilgrims.
Members of the order spend almost all of
their lives on expeditions to far-flung locales.
As such, they hold maps and navigational charts
unseen by anyone outside of the guild. In almost any distant
sea, ships of their Seeker Fleet might be spotted on one of their
never-ending quests.
The Eternal Pilgrims also use their exclusive knowledge as a
commodity, often lending their services as translators, identifying unknown exotic items of great value, or hiring themselves out
to other parties requiring a safe route through perilous regions.
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ENEMIES OF TESSANDOR

KOBLIN

Vicious creatures that populate every dark corner
of the Kingdom. Despite numerous attempts to
make peace with them, Koblins continue to raid
and plunder at every opportunity. When in a battle
frenzy, many Koblins will drop their weapons,
preferring to use teeth and claws.

Less aggressive than their Koblin cousins, though
they’re equally mean-spirited. They’ll often fight
alongside Koblins, but are most often used as night
scouts, sentries, and occasionally as shock troops.

VULPIN

VEMEN

Though once a friendly and influential people, a
long-forgotten treachery resulted in the Vulpin
breaking away from the Kingdom. Later relations
festered into a blood feud, of which no amount of
diplomacy could smooth over.
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CAVELING

Skilled and deadly warriors. Despite having
impressive fangs, they prefer not to bite in combat,
as it leaves them too vulnerable. Instead, they will
often spit poison at their enemies or lick poison
onto their blades and arrow heads.

LURKLING

The diminutive cousins of the Lurkers. In
their own terrain, they can completely conceal
themselves. They enjoy luring their prey into
traps or ambushes. They prefer solitude but will
occasionally follow war parties in concealment.

LURKER

They can hide in plain sight when in their native
terrain. They are few, but exist in every part of
the Kingdom. Often when citizens go missing,
the Lurkers are blamed. The fact that more often
than not the blame is accurate further fuels their
terrifying reputation.

JORANT WOLF

THE WORM

HYDRA

Jorant Wolves are foul-tempered canines that roam
the border plains of the Obsidian Wastes. When
these beasts happen to gather in larger packs, they
work each other into a ravenous frenzy, usually
rampaging into neighboring territories, wreaking
havoc and bringing destruction to all things in
their path.

The Worm is a gargantuan creature from a bygone
epoch of the world, which slumbers deep in the
bowels of the earth. When it awakens, it erupts
forth in a groundshaking fury, laying waste to all of
the surrounding surface landscape in its rampage.

Hydra are immense, semi-aquatic creatures that
regenerate almost instantly when injured. They have
no reasoning, and are driven only by the instinct to
feed and defend their territory.

CHIMERA

THE DOOMSAYER

DRAGON

The Chimera is a rare, arcane amalgam of many
different creatures. It migrates continuously from
region to region. The desires and temperament
of this powerful and dangerous beast change
constantly, depending on which of its three heads
assumes dominance at the time.

Bruinor the Doomsayer was once one of the
mightiest warriors of the distant Ursin clans, but
he was dishonored and exiled from his homeland
after losing a ritual leadership challenge against the
chief of his tribe. He roams Tessandor seeking to
gather potent arms and artifacts so that he might
return home and seize the power he believes is
rightfully his.

Titanic, powerful and highly intelligent, Dragons
definitely deserve their place at the top of the food
chain. They are malevolent, greedy, and insatiably
hungry, but they are also incredibly rare.
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TURN SEQUENCE:

QUICK REFERENCE

Each player turn is divided into three steps:
1. Action

2. End of Turn

3. Event Phase - once every four player turns

ATTRIBUTES

Action:

On a player's turn you may take 1 of 4 actions:
• Questing

• Fulfill the Queen's Order
• Fight Against the Horde

• Fight Against the Nemesis

Melee

Healing

Ranged

Shield

Completing Location Cards:

1. Read top section and resolve the Attribute Test.
2. If the first Test was successful, read the middle
section and resolve the Attribute Test.

3. If the first Test failed, read the bottom section and
resolve the Attribute Test.

Strength

Dexterity Constitution
Combat

Wisdom

Intelligence Charisma

End of Turn:

1. Discard the remaining Heroes from your party.
2. Check for Quest Completion

4. Move the Event Token one step forward along the
Moon Phase track.
5. If the Moon Phase Token moves back
to the quarter moon, move to the Event
Phase, otherwise:

6. The next player clockwise begins their turn.

Queen's Seal

Region

Moon Phase

Villager

Queen's Favor

Threat

Success

1. Nemesis Ability.

2. Remove Villagers.
3. Spawn Monsters.
4. Spawn Nemesis.

5. Remove Regions.

6. Remove Hero Cards.

7. Queen's Order Advancement.
8. Turn in Monster Trophies.

9. Discard Current Event Card and draw a new
Event Card.

10. Every Player passes 1 Hero to the player to
their left.

11. At the end of the Event Phase, the next player
clockwise begins their Player Turn.

Recover a Hero
Gain the Event Reward
shown on the current
Event Card

FAILURE PENALTIES
Draw a Monster Card
and put it into play
Remove a Villager
Retire a Hero from
your party

Event Phase:

Complete the following steps in order:

Gain a Queen's Favor

Add a Success to a
Monster

TOKENS

Complete the following steps in order:

3. Draw back up to a hand of seven Hero Cards.

SUCCESS REWARDS

Gain an Item Card

4. Gain the rewards or suffer the penalties based on
the Tests.

5. The Location Card is then completed and is either
discarded (Queen's Order Action) or placed next
to your Quest to show your progress (Questing
Action).

REWARD &
PENALTY ICONS

GUILD ICONS

Add a Threat to the
Growing Enemy
Threat Pool
Add a Threat
to the Confidence of the
Regions Threat Pool
Add a Threat to the
Garden Sanctuary
Threat Pool

